The paper presents a new method for handling of morphological variation of query terms in best-match IR. The method is based on enhanced inflectional stems. Use of inflectional stems has earlier been shown to be a good retrieval method in inflected indexes in a best-match environment for a highly inflected and compound-rich language, Finnish. In this paper the earlier stem method is elaborated by enhancing the stems with regular expressions. Contrary to our expectations the results show that the enhanced stem queries do not outperform basic inflectional stems, but they are neither considerably worse with long queries. With short web-like queries they perform relatively better than with long queries and outperform clearly stemming (Finnish stemmer of Snowball) and plain, unprocessed query words. The main benefits of the proposed method besides fairly good P-R performance are shorter and more manageable queries, which is of practical importance e.g. with large Web indexes.
Introduction
Inflection is a common phenomenon in natural languages. Its nature and complexity may vary a lot from language to language. Simply put the situation varies from the two nominal cases of English to even tens of cases in many languages. Morphological variation of words can also be handled with different kinds of means in different applications of language technology.
The customary answer to the morphological variation of key words in information retrieval (IR) has been a simple type of word form normalization called stemming. First stemmers for English were introduced for this purpose in the late 1960's [1] . During the 1970's and the 1980's a variety of different stemming methods were implemented mostly for English [2] . The 1980's saw also the in-march of lemmatization: morphological programs were able to analyze inflected word forms and return their dictionary base forms after analysis [3] . These programs were later applied in IR, e.g. Alkula [4, 5] tested lemmatization of Finnish full-text collection and queries thoroughly in a Boolean IR environment.
In 1990's and early 2000, however, the stemming approach was still well alive and stemming was used in IR with morphologically more complex languages than English quite successfully [e.g. 6, 7] . Information retrieval in languages such as Amharic [8, 9] , Arabic [10] , Dutch [7] , German [11] , Slovene [12, 13] , Turkish [14] and Finnish [15, 16] , has been shown to be quite successful when only a quite simple stemmer was used to normalize the morphological variation of the search keys in indexes and queries. Examples of more languages in IR literature are also easy to find. Also more sophisticated stemmers using large dictionaries have been introduced [e.g. 17, 18, 19, 20] . They have been shown to perform well in IR, but it can be asked, whether they actually differ from lemmatizers at all.
In Kettunen and colleagues [21] we (re)introduced a converse approach, the use of (linguistically motivated) inflectional stems in a best-match IR environment to cover morphological variation of Finnish search keys. Automatic inflectional stem production programs for Finnish have been implemented since early 1980's and they have been used in information retrieval systems. These programs include Finstems by Lingsoft Ltd. and Hahmotin by Kielikone Ltd. [4] . General overall evaluation of their value for IR in a Boolean retrieval environment has been published in Alkula [4] , although parts of this work were already reported in late 1980's and early 1990's [22] . In our study the use of inflectional stems was found to compare well with the gold standard of the trade, lemmatization, also in best-match retrieval and it was clearly better than stemming for Finnish in the used test collection [21] .
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The terms lemmatizer, stemming, inflectional stem generator and enhanced inflectional stem are defined as follows in this paper. A lemmatizer analyzes inflected word forms and returns their base forms. If an inflected word form is ambiguous, several base forms are returned. Analysis of a lemmatizer is based on a set of rules and use of a large lexicon with tens of thousands of entries. Stemming is a many-to-one mapping where semantically related distinct word forms are reduced to identical stems either by using only affix rules or rules and lexicons. Stems that are returned by the stemmer may be linguistically motivated or only suitable truncations of the original word forms. An inflectional stem generator, then, works as follows. Given an input word in base form, the generator program generates all the varying inflectional stems for the word. Depending on the input noun, 1 -5 different stems (including the base form) are produced e.g. for a Finnish noun. Enhanced inflectional stems in this paper are inflectional stems that are augmented with the possible case endings or parts of them. A further discussion about the differences of stemming, lemmatizing and stem generation can be found in [21] . Examples of different types of handling for Finnish keywords are shown in section 3.3, especially in Table 4 .
Our basic hypothesis is that enhanced inflectional stems could make performance of the search stems more effective from an IR point of view. The possible effectiveness of the enhanced stem method is based on the following considerations:
• It is known from stemming, that too early or too late truncation of the key words (over-and understemming) cause problems for retrieval; thus the ideal inflectional search stem may also be something else than the linguistically motivated inflectional stem as such [e.g. 26];
• Use of inflectional stems as search keys have side effects: many times stems will also match derivationally related forms and compounds, which some times may be an advantage, but many times matches are totally irrelevant words that have the same beginning as the stems;
• In [21] we found out that use of inflectional stems with grepping 1 of the index made queries many times quite large: this should be limited somehow to the intended matches and the most obvious way to do this is to limit the possible matches without pruning away useful keys.
In other words the proposed method aims at equilibrium of both average precision and recall and runtime efficiency by proposing more restrictions on the search keys.
The research problems of this paper are as follows:
• Do enhanced inflectional stems make the IR performance of the inflectional stems better in an inflected full text index in best-match retrieval? • Do long and short queries behave differently with different keyword normalization methods?
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• Do enhanced inflectional stems produce clearly shorter queries that are easier to run without compromising the P-R performance?
The structure of the paper is as follows: in the next section we discuss structure of the Finnish words; after that we present data and methods and explain basics of regular expressions and their usage with the inflectional stems. Results of the paper are shown in the fourth section, and in two final sections results are discussed and conclusions will be made.
The structure of the Finnish words
Finnish is well known for its morphological richness. A normal Finnish noun may have nearly 2,000 different, non-ambiguous inflected forms when all the possible cases and possessive and clitic endings are counted. A Finnish adjective may have some 6000 and a verb some 12 000 different forms [27, pp. 356 -357] .
However, the morphological richness of the language is achieved by quite simple means. The basic structure of a Finnish noun is described in Figure 1 (adapted from [28] , number of the forms, 2*13*6*12 = 1872, from [27] ). A Finnish noun may have an ending from each of the ending groups (#2 -#5) but the order of the endings is always the same. Endings from groups 4 and 5 are rarer in nouns of running texts than case endings. Computationally inflected forms are not so complex. The basic procedure of Finnish morphology is concatenation: case endings are attached to suitable stems, and concatenation is without exception with only a Developing an automatic linguistic truncation operator for best-match retrieval in inflected word form text database indexes few possible variant endings for some forms. After production of the stems (1), the final production of the inflected forms is not very complex, because all the changes in the form of the word happen in the stem [3] .
For example noun kauppa ('a shop') has 4 different stems, i.e., kauppa, kaupa-, kaupo-, kauppo-. Nainen ('woman') has also 4 differing forms, nainen, naise-, naisi-, naist-. Variation in stems depends on the type of the noun and is quite heavy in many cases, grade alteration and plural formation being the morphological processes that alter stems most. The number of different inflectional stems is anyhow limited: depending on the noun type, it may have 1 -5 different stems (including the base form, nominative singular). The average number of stems is about 2.5 / noun according to a small paradigm type based count.
It is obvious that this brings difficulties to information retrieval of Finnish documents as basic word forms are not enough to get satisfying retrieval results if the index of the database consists of inflectional word forms as, e.g., is the case with web indexes. One way to handle this is to give the search stems manually (i.e. the user gives the search stems or truncates the words). However, this might not be too easy with some noun types, and it is not suitable for lay users (such as most users in the Web are), because it is error-prone [4, 5] Although the use of automatically generated inflectional stems is a good way to make better searches, even they will cause noise (i.e. unwanted matches) and some way for sifting out at least part of the wrong matches would be desirable. Thus some search stem enhancing methods should be tested in the best-match environment. This should also be of general interest as stems and their augmentations are easier to implement than full-scale morphological analysers that use large lexicons. Following is a short list of possible augmentations to stems:
• Length of hits together with statistical information about the length of inflected Finnish word forms is used; too long ones (probably compounds) would be pruned out.
• Use of regular expressions to give more information about the possible continuation of the search stem.
• Mixed methods, i.e., regular expressions are produced only for short words, when character length of the basic word form is for example less than the mean length of Finnish nouns; Short words are according to Niemikorpi [29, pp. 92 -93 ] less than 6 characters long.
We believe that all these approaches could be of interest. The main proposal of the present paper, however, is to base stem elaboration on the use of regular expressions to give some part or all of the possible inflectional endings with the stem. Regular expressions were chosen for use because they can be matched computationally efficiently and they have been widely and successfully used in many language technology applications since the 1990's [23, 24, 30, 25] . Matching tools for regular expressions also belong to standard toolkits of any Unix or Linux based servers, and thus their use in applications is straightforward. As the queries based on the original topics of the TUTK collection are unrealistically long, we also made very short versions of the topics. The very short versions were based on the conceptual query plans of the topics, and only the major facets of the queries were taken in the short versions. Topic #3, for example, which in English translation is originally Dumping charges against the Finnish forest industry in the U.S. The content of the dumping charges, the result of the trial, is shortened to Forest industry and dumping [31, pp. 149 -153] . When compared to many other more mechanical ways of making short queries out of long topics [e.g. 34, 35] , this method seems well balanced and appropriate.
The mean length of our very short topics is 2.93 non-stop words, which is quite close to the mean length of web queries [36] . The short queries made out of short topics can be considered as normal state of the art queries, while the long queries are more artificial.
Relevance levels of TUTK
Sormunen [32, p. 63 ] describes the relevance levels of the TUTK test collection. A four point scale is used and its interpretation is in Table 1 .
Developing an automatic linguistic truncation operator for best-match retrieval in inflected word form text database indexes Relevance levels of the collection are combined in this study: relevance level 3 of TUTK is called stringent, relevance levels 2 and 3 are joined as normal and all the three relevance levels, 1 -3, are joined as liberal relevance.
The reason for using a collection with multi-valued relevance scale is that a binary relevance scale can not distinguish whether some of the used methods are better than others at a particular degree of relevance. Of special interest is stringent relevance level, because it contains the documents that are most useful for the user. In the large databases of modern retrieval systems the number of relevant documents per request usually exceeds the number of documents a user is willing to examine or even browse. It is therefore desirable from the viewpoint of the user to rank highly relevant documents highest in the retrieval results. Also a morphological conflation method that performs well at the level of most important documents (i.e. on stringent relevance level) is of most interest for users. [37] .
Regular expressions
Regular expressions have been studied and used much in computational linguistics since the 1990's. General search programs that can handle regular expressions are common in the Unix world, grep ("global regular expression print") and its relatives being the most common [38, 23] . Regular expressions are suggested in this paper as a method for augmenting stems due to the generality of the formalism and its computational efficiency.
Formally regular expressions belong to regular languages. Regular languages are formalisms that can be recognized with regular automata [39, 40] . Thus they have a solid mathematical foundation. For our purposes it is sufficient to handle regular expressions as a notation that can be used for describing certain phenomena computationally efficiently [41] . Linguistic applications of regular languages can be studied, e.g., in [30, 25] .
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For practical reasons a text-book approach taken in, e.g., [23, 42] is sufficient. Thus we shall only describe the basic syntax of regular expressions and meaning of the elements used, so that enhanced stem examples given later on are easier to understand. We shall not go any deeper into the heart of the formalism itself or its mathematical foundations.
The basic notation of regular expressions according to Friedl [23, is represented in the following tables. In Table 2 the list of metacharacters used is explained. Table 3 lists the quantifiers, or repetition metacharacters, which state how many characters should be matched. 
Enhanced inflectional stems
Enhanced inflectional stems in the study are of the form inflectional stem + regular expression. Stems take care of the slots 1 and 2 in Figure 1 , regular expressions stipulate the possible continuations for the stems from slot 3 onwards.
In [21] we produced inflectional stems for query nouns with a stem generator automatically and the whole query process was automated. In this study we produced the final queries for the tests partly automatically, partly manually from the topics of the TUTK collection. Our earlier automatic procedure was re-used to produce first the InQuery query structures with inflectional stems for the query nouns. After this, regular expressions were added to the inflectional nominal stems in queries manually. Verbs in the queries were given in their base forms, adjectives and nominal forms of the verbs which inflect like nouns, were given the same treatment as nouns. We followed a careful manual simulation of an automatic process, which would be fully implementable. However, since the implementation requires some effort, it makes sense first to find out whether it would be beneficialtherefore the simulation. Figure 2 explains the used test process in detail.
Journal We had two sets of enhanced inflectional stems in the test runs. In Setting One, only one character of each possible case ending after the stem was added to the stem using the character class structure. In Setting Two, whole case endings were added to the stems as regular expressions. Restrictiveness of the matching was parameterized with regular expression operators * and + (optionality and obligatority) or $ (end of word). As a result we get search keys like the following in Setting One when the non-restrictive operator * is used: , nominative singular, was given first with no other endings. In both examples the base form päätös (1), will be looked for in the index as a whole word without any endings first. The same form is also basis for a few inflectional singular forms (with case endings beginning with t; k and h are for beginnings of clitics in 2). Päätöksi (3) is a plural stem with several possible case endings and päätökse (4) is used for the rest of the singular forms. Developing an automatic linguistic truncation operator for best-match retrieval in inflected word form text database indexes
Results
In [21] we found out that lemmatization and inflectional stem generation were clearly the two best methods in the TUTK collection over all relevance levels. Stemming with the Finnish stemmer of Snowball was clearly below both methods on all relevance levels tested. Airio [15] , however, tested Snowball with CLEF 2003 collection and got almost as good or better results with stemming as with lemmatization and inflectional stems in the collection. Thus the performance of Snowball might be collection dependent, and it may also be a good method despite the linguistic simplicity of the Snowball stemmer.
In this paper we present mostly the new results of enhanced inflectional stems and compare these to the three best earlier methods, lemmatization, stemming and inflectional stem generation, FINTWOL, Snowball and MaxStemma, with long queries. With very short queries also results of unprocessed query words are shown. Table 5 presents the average P-R results of lemmatization, stemming, normal inflectional stem generation and enhanced inflectional stems on liberal, normal and stringent relevance levels with long queries. 
Liberal relevance
Avg. precision over recall levels (%)
Normal relevance
Stringent relevance
Avg. precision over recall levels (%) Statistical significance tests of the results of long queries were done using the Friedman test. Results of the tests are in Table 6 .
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KIMMO KETTUNEN Results of the runs with very short queries are in Tables 7 -8 Developing an automatic linguistic truncation operator for best-match retrieval in inflected word form text database indexes Results of the runs with very short queries are partly different from the results of long queries. First of all, MaxStemma outperforms FINTWOL slightly on the liberal and normal relevance levels. On the stringent relevance level differences of all the inflectional stem methods are smallest, the differences ranging from 0.2 -1.7 % units against FINTWOL. With short queries the differences between all the inflectional stem methods are also smaller than with long queries, where the biggest difference was 5.4 % units; with short queries the biggest difference is 3.9 % units. Overall it seems that very short and realistic queries favour use of the basic inflectional stems and enhanced inflectional stems more than long queries, where FINTWOL performs best by a slightly greater margin and the differences are also statistically more significant.
With very short queries the Snowball stemmer performs also worse than all the inflectional stem methods. Differences between Snowball and the worst performance of inflectional stem methods (= FullRegStemma+), however, are not very great, 1.6 -2.8 % units. Snowball also outperforms clearly plain words. Overall Snowball performs also relatively well with short queries, although its performance is mostly statistically significantly worse than performance of MaxStemma, RegStemma* and RegStemma+.
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In order to perform an end user-based evaluation, where only the first few retrieved documents matter, we computed the P@10 analysis for very short queries shown in Table 9 . The statistics are given for the three relevance levels. Table 9 . FINTWOL, stem generation methods, Snowball and plain words compared on three relevance levels with very short queries, P@10
Liberal relevance P@10 (%)
Normal relevance
P@10 (%)
Stringent relevance P@10 (%) 
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Differences at P@10 level are not very great between different conflation methods; statistically significant difference using the Friedman test was found only on liberal relevance level between MaxStemma and Snowball, MaxStemma being significantly better than Snowball (p < 0.01). This shows that all the tested conflation methods are good in an end user situation where only a few key words are given and only the top of the result list is browsed. The results also show that in the same situation plain query words may miss the most relevant documents.
From the Table 7 it can also be seen clearly that plain unprocessed query words are not a good method with short queries for a highly inflected language. The query words of PlainInfl were given in the forms they occur in the topic files and this made their performance better. If the words were given only in the base form (PlainBase), the already meager results deteriorated 5.4 -6.1 % units from results of PlainInfl. If we think about a real user's choice for the form of the key word, it will most probably be a base form, because base forms are usually the citation forms in dictionaries and they also represent the whole concept referred to by the word better than any of the inflected forms. Thus the discrepancy between P-R results of PlainInfl and PlainBase shown in Table 7 and figures 3 -5 are clear evidence against the use of base form key words with large inflectional indexes. However, if e.g. a web retrieval system does not offer any means for handling the variation of key words for a particular language, the user is left only with the possibility to use either a haphazard inflected form of the key word or a base form.
Discussion
Three research problems were formulated for this paper. Firstly we wanted to know, whether an elaborated conflation method, enhanced inflectional stems, makes the IR performance of the inflectional stems better in an inflected full text index. Secondly we wanted to compare behaviour of very short and long queries using all the key word normalization methods. Our third problem was, whether enhanced inflectional stems produce clearly shorter queries that are easier to run than without compromising the P-R performance. For our purposes we used a collection with multiple relevance levels, so that we could also see, how different methods performed in different relevance levels.
The answer to our first question is that the proposed inflectional stem enhancement method does not improve the IR performance of basic inflectional stems, but it does not considerably worsen it either. In this collection the performance of the method is worse than performance of FINTWOL and MaxStemma, but better than performance of Snowball.
The second question has a more nuanced answer. With very short and realistic queries enhanced stems perform relatively better than with long queries. With long queries FINTWOL and MaxStemma are mostly significantly better than FullRegStemmas and Snowball, but not significantly better than RegStemmas. RegStemmas, on their
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The performance differences between long and short queries have been discussed in the context of English IR literature relatively well. Overall it is usually expected that short (less than 10 words) or very short queries (1 -3 words) get lower average precision than long queries (over 10 words) because short queries lack redundancy, and thus they are more vulnerable to lexical issues in the query (e.g. stemming, phrases, stop words, semantics of the words, presence of acronyms, capitalization etc.) Long queries provide more access points to documents than short queries [43, 17] . There seems to be also a difference between the behaviour of short and very short queries.
Many of the studies that discuss short or very short queries concern mainly the use of different query expansion, document re-ranking or pseudo-relevance techniques to get short queries perform better [43; 35] Some of the results are also contradictory. Harman [44] showed that suffixing for English with short queries (with fewer than 10 terms) did not improve overall performance when compared to no stemming at all regardless of the used stemmer and collection. Harman concludes that "the number of terms in the original query is not predictive of whether the query performance can be improved by stemming". Hull [26] , however, shows with carefully chosen performance measures and statistical tests that stemming is clearly useful with short queries for English.
Crestani et al. [34] , however, got a surprising result: very short queries (2, 5 words in average) performed better than long queries (8, 5 words) in the TREC-6 collection, although the expectation was that long queries would perform better. Short queries in the study were made out of the title fields of topics, long queries out of the description fields of the topics. One possible explanation for the performance differences suggested by the authors was, that the description and title fields of the TREC-6 queries were not written in the same manner, and the more verbal and human directed description fields did not always lend to good queries for an information retrieval system.
When differences of long and short queries are compared in other languages than English, which usually are morphologically more complex, the question of using conflation versus not using conflation is not relevant, because advantages of conflation are clear. The other general effect with short queries, that of lowered average precision, however, is more expectable due to the lack of redundancy in the queries.
We were mainly interested in the question, whether any of our conflation methods would be significantly better in the context of very short queries. As was shown in the result section, the statistically significant differences between different conflation methods seem to almost vanish, when very short queries are compared to long queries. None of the conflation methods seems to very much better than others with the very short queries. Thus the answer to the second question is that very short and realistic queries seem to favour somehow enhanced Journal of Information Science, © CILIP 2006 21
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inflectional stem methods, but in the same time all of the tested conflation methods seem to perform quite well with very short queries.
The clearest positive effect of the enhanced inflectional stems was found with the third question. In [21] we found out that the use of inflectional stems in the queries resulted many times in quite large queries which were slow to run. Thus one of the reasons for enhancing the inflectional stems was to make the queries more manageable in size. We analyzed the sizes of the final query files of very short queries for all the inflectional stem methods. The lengths of the short queries are measured in grepped word forms from the index. The number of words in the final query files is shown in table 8. Row C of the Table 8 is shown schematically in Figure 6 . Table 8 and the Figure 6 it can be seen that RegStemma+, FullRegStemma* and especially FullRegStemma+ reduce the number of final query words for very short queries significantly. This is achieved by a relatively small loss in average precision. As the size of the query does not increase so much with short queries, one can choose the used method more freely by weighting both effectiveness (P-R result) and efficiency (computational tractability) of the inflectional stem method. This is also strengthened by the statistical test: both RegStemmas and FullRegStemmas are not significantly worse than MaxStemma with short queries.
We also showed clearly, that if nothing is done for the query words, search results deteriorate in a highly inflectional language. Presently, e.g., web search engines do not offer any method for handling the variation of the key words. For searches of morphologically complex languages, such as Finnish, German, Slovenian, Turkish etc., this may deteriorate the search results considerably. As we have shown, inflectional stems and enhanced inflectional stems are an effective way to handle key word variation for Finnish. On the basis of this it can be argued that the method is promising also for other agglutinative type of languages, where inflectional endings are concatenated to a small set of varying stems and the index of fusion for the language is low [45, 46] .
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Conclusion
We tested in this paper enhanced inflectional stems in best-match IR. Inflectional stems of Finnish, a morphologically complex and compound-rich language, were enhanced with regular expressions that contained either one character from each possible case ending after the stem or full case endings. We tested long queries (average length of the query 14.6 words) and very short queries (average length of the query 2.9 words) on three relevance levels to see, whether the proposed stem enhancing methods increase the effectiveness and efficiency of the queries.
The results showed that enhanced inflectional stem methods produced slightly lower mean average precisions than inflectional stems or lemmatization. All of the enhanced inflectional stem method variants performed better than stemming with the Snowball stemmer. With long queries differences between different systems were slightly bigger than with very short queries and there were more statistically significant differences between systems especially on liberal and normal relevance level. Although the proposed inflectional stem enhancing method did not outperform inflectional stem generation or lemmatization, the performance of the four variant systems was consistent and reliable with both long and very short queries. The main beneficial factor with the proposed method was that it resulted at best in smaller and more manageable queries than inflectional stem generation. As this was achieved with a relatively small loss of average precision especially on the stringent relevance level, the method could be of interest e.g. in web search environment, where the capability of picking the most relevant documents is needed most.
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